Sent August 25, 2010

The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations has launched a High Holiday campaign for Gilad Shalit, who was kidnapped by Hamas from inside Israeli territory and has been in captivity for four years. Elie Wiesel has recently written “[Gilad Shalit] was kidnapped four long years ago...four years of endless suffering and agony. To the hostage, time itself is torture. It becomes an enemy. Filled with uncertainty, his time is different from ours. His waiting is not like ours. His minutes are longer than ours.” August 28 is Gilad’s twenty-fourth birthday. Its proximity to Rosh HaShanah reminds us all of our responsibility for one another and our responsibility to call for his freedom and to offer support to him and his family.

As the keystone for its campaign, The Conference of Presidents developed a new website to enable people worldwide to write supportive birthday and Rosh HaShanah messages to Gilad. The website also provides: a new video that calls for Gilad’s freedom; Gilad’s story; Elie Wiesel’s full message; and congressional resolutions on Gilad’s behalf.

The Conference of Presidents is working to provide local “mailboxes” in synagogues, community centers, and other locations so that hand-prepared cards and messages could be collected. These would be sent to the Conference of Presidents for delivery to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), urging that Hamas allow the ICRC to visit and deliver the messages to Gilad in accordance with international humanitarian law.

Watch for upcoming information about the campaign and “mailbox” locations.

As Elie Wiesel wrote in his message for Gilad, “[our] silence only helps the jailer, never the prisoner.”

Help the Victims of Flooding in Pakistan
Devastating flooding has destroyed 6,000 villages, leaving up to fourteen million people, so far, without basic resources, including food, clean water, shelter, and health care. The press has noted that relief funds are running low. The American Jewish World Service and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee have opened special funds to assist in the recovery efforts. Contribute now to help bring relief to impacted Pakistanis.